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TM; CS: BSE/NSE CUR—COMP: 202i ~22 l2‘f‘ May, 202i

BSE Limited,
R i. Towers, Dalal Street/
Mumbai—AOOOOi

Kind Attn: Mrs. Kruti Shah

Sub: Clarification on Price Movement of Themis Medicare Limited.

Ref: i.Your email dated 10‘“ May, 202i having Ref No. L/SURV/ONL/PV/RIS/ 2021-
2022/54

2, BSE Scrip Code: 530i 99

Dear Madam

With reference to your above referred email dated i0” May, 202i seeking clarification

on the current movements in the share price of the Company, we would like to clarify

as under:

All the material information, that have a bearing on the operations/performance of the
Company which include all price sensitive information under Regulation 30 of SEBl

[Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 20i 5 ["Listing

Regulations”), have always been disclosed by the Company within the stipulated timer

:urther, the Company has always provided timely clarification / information sought by
the Stock Exchanges. There is no pending information or announcement from the
Company which may have a bearing on the price movement of the Company. The

current movement in the share price of the Company is based purely due to market

conditions and absolutely market driven and the Company is in no way connected
with any such movement in price.

We hope the above clarifies and request you to kindly take the some on your records

and acknowledge receipt.
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We requesi you To consider ond condone The deloy in reply 05 Connpdny hod received

l‘ne emoil on id regisiered wilh BSE bui which is noi operdllve. Hence, on requesi, BSE

hos emoiled lodoy on The correci emoil ids

We will updole The sold emdil id on porlol.

Thanking you,

Yours Foilhfuly,
For THEMIS MEDICARE LTD.
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Sangomeshwar lyer
Company Secretory& Compliance Officer
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